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1 Abstract

Recursive joins such as shortest, all shortest, and variable length path queries are a core feature provided by graph database management systems. However, these queries are computationally expensive for large datasets and frequently suffer from high execution time due to skew from a few nodes being highly connected.

Existing work on efficiently executing these queries proposes using a morsel-driven parallelism [1] (MDP) approach for bulk path finding. The MDP approach assigns fixed-size "morsels" to threads, which comprise a set of starting nodes from which the path traversal needs to be started. This does not address the skew problem since it does not enable multiple threads to work on the same recursive join computation at the same time.

This presentation will focus on efficiently executing recursive join queries by integrating a hybrid parallelization scheduler into a GDBMS [2] query pipeline. We will examine the scheduler’s design within our recursive join operator, morselized workload distribution between worker threads, query execution plans, the trade-offs between various approaches such as MS-BFS [3] and direction optimizing BFS [4] and when to trigger which approach. We will also explore the use of lock free data structures used internally by the operator to handle query cases such as returning path length or returning graph paths to support the concurrent progress of multiple recursive join computations and experimental evaluation results obtained on large graphs (LDBC, LiveJournal, Graph500).
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